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The Logical Design of a Simple General
Purpose Computer*

STANLEY P. FRANKELt

Summary-The logical design described here is used in MINAC, of a recording head and one or more reading heads
partially constructed at the California Institute of Technology, and following it (in the sense of drum rotation) in the same
LGP-30, manufactured by Librascope Inc. These serial binary digital track. The time during which the 32 bits of a word are
computers make use of magnetic drum bulk storage and use three
circulating registers and fifteen flip-flops. The procedures used in presented by a head of the bulk memory is called a
performing the sixteen elementary operations are described. These word period. The time elapsin-g between the recording
descriptions indicate the circumstances in which each flip-flop or of a digit in a circulating register and its presentationi by
circulating register input is activated. The Boolean algebraic equa- a reading head is about 32 digit periods so as to permit
tions summarizing these circumstances constitute the logical design. recirculation of information in one word period. The

third form of information storage on the drum is repre-
INTRODUCTION sented by the timing tracks. Each of these is served by

HE LOGICAL design described here was largely a single reading head which reads permanently recorded
composed in the course of work of the Digital information determined onlly by the angular position of
Computing Group of the California Institute of the drum. The digits presented by three timing tracks

Technology. A breadboard model of a computer based on are combined to form various timing signals, denioted
this logical design, called MINAC, was completed at , u, v, x, y, z. These are shown in Fig. 1.
C.I.T. in 1954 and served to check much of the design.
A production version of this machine, called the LGP-30, WORD PERIOD
has been completed by Librascope Inc. of Glendale, CLOCKISIII11
Calif. Although MINAC and LGP-30 differ in a few (SIGN DIGIT
details of logical design the present description is sub- POSITION)

I r (SECTOR NO

stantially correct for either. J POSITION)
(SECTOR NO

The LGP-30 has been discussed in two previous - 1 1 1T11 -GENERAL)

publications. One' describes its elementary operations 7TL (LANLEXAMPLEA
(TRACK NO.and the ways in which these are used to perform com- Z- POSITION)

plex calculations. The other2 discussed the useful range (FULL ADDRESS

of applications of magnetic drum computers in general, (ORDER
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~POSITION)

with particular reference to LGP-30. It is the purpose T (SECOND SECTOR
y,NO POSITION)

of the present paper to present in almost complete de-
tail the logical design structure held in common by Fig. 1-Signals derived from the timing tracks.
MINAC and LGP-30. Their constructional techniques
and methods of arithmetic manipulation are described Information which must be presented continuously
only to the extenlt necessary to this purpose...

over many digit periods is held in toggles (flip-flop cir-
cuits). Each of these can be set to one or the other of

CONSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES two stable states, designated 1 and 0, at the end of each

The primary memory device of MINAC is a magnetic digit period. The logical design consists primarily of the
drum. Information is held on the drum in three forms. specification of the circumstances under which each
The bulk memory is held in 64 tracks, each served by toggle is set to 1 or to 0. If neither input is activated the
one "head" which records data in it and can subsequent- toggle retains its prior setting during the next digit
ly read the recorded data. The information recorded period. The logical design also specifies the digit re-

in each track consists of 64 words, each of 32 bits (binary corded in each circulating register in each digit period
digits). A second type of memory of shorter access time and wvhether a digit is to be recorded in the bulk memory
is provided by three circulating registers, each consistinlg and, if so, what digit and in which track.

The input and output of data are mediated by a
ManuscriptPGEC, 1, manu-Flexowriter, a punched paper tape controlled type-

* Mnucrptreceived by the PE,June 1,1956; revised writer. Inteiptpoesec hrce edfo
script received October 16, 1956. rtrIntenptrossacchatrradfm

t 1764 Redondo Ave., Long Beach, Calif. the tape sets some of the MINAC toggles. In output the
1 S. Frankel and J. Cass, "The Librascope general purpose com-

puter, LGP-30," Instruments and Automation, vol. 29, pp. 264-270; state of the toggles controls the firing of a set of thyra-
February, 1956. toswiheettecoueo h easb hc h

2 S. Frankel, "Useful applications of a magnetic drum computer," trn"hc fettecoueo h easbhc h
Elec. Eng., vol. 75, pp. 634-639; July, 1956. Flexowriter iS operated.
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The logical design is realized by a logical network, TABLE I
composed primarily of resistors and crystal diodes Its INSTRUCTION ORDER LIST SHOWING CODE FOR

inputs are the settings of the toggles expressing the EACH_INSTRUCTION
present internal state of the computer proper (as dis- Code Instruc- Effect
tillct from the memory held on the drum) as well as tion
the digits being presenited by the timinig tracks, circulat- 0001 B m* Bring. Clear the accumulator, and add the
ing registers, and bulk memory of the drum. Its outputs 1 contents of location m to it.

, 1110 A m Add contents of m to the contents of the ac-
go to the recording heads of the circulating registers, to cumulator, and retain the result in the
the selected head of the bulk memory (if a recordinig accumulator.1111 S m Subtract the contents of m from the con-
operation is in progress), to the inputs which set the tents of the accumulator, and retain the
toggles for the lnext digit period, and to the Flexowriter 0 result in the accumulator.

.10111 Al m Multiply the number in the accumulator by
tnyratronis. Each input or output is, for each digit peri- ; the number in memory locatioinm, termi-
od, a binary (Booleani) variable. Each input variable l 0110 N

in Multiplg the numbesart t30baiuaryPlaCeS.
is presenlted in duplicate, e.g., by wires fromn the twNo 4 the number in m, retaining the least signifi-
sides of the toggle. This facilitates the expressioni of the cant half of the product.

0101 D m Divide the number in the accumulator by
logical designi primarily by the monotonic Booleain the number in memory location m, retain-
funlctions And andcl (nonexclusive) Or that are easily ing the rounded quotient in the accumu-lator.
realized by diode nietworks. 1001 E m Extract, or logical product order, i.e., clear

the contents of the accumulator to zero in
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN those bit positions occupied by zeros in m.

The actionl of M4INAC consists of a series of elemen- t o 1010 U m Transfer control to m unconditionally, i.e.,
U) I..4i vget the next instruction from m.

tary operationis, each performed upoIn one word of its = 1011 Tm Test, or conditional transfer. Transfer control
memory and determuinled by onle inlstrulction word. An U to m only if the number in the accumulatormemory and deteriuilied by oiie iiistruction word. Anis negative.instruction word holds anl order inldicatinlg the operatione
to be performed anid onie address identifying the word 1100 H m Hold. Store contents of the accumulator in

m, retaining the number in the accumula-
of the memory iiivolved in the operation. Instructions tor.
held in successively numbered memory locations are 1101 C m Clear. Store contents of the accumulator in

m and clear the accumulator.
normally obeyed in succession. Exceptions to this rule .7 0010 Y m Store only the address part of the word in

occur for "control traiisfer" instructions which specify ° the accumulator in memory location m,
leaving the rest of the word undisturbed

the address at which the next instruction is to be sought. a in memory.
One circulating register, the counter, primarily recircu- 0011 R m Return address. Add "one" to the addressheld in the counter register (C) and record
lates the address in which the next instruction is to be in the address portion of the instruction in
found. As an instruction is read from the memory it is memory location m. The counter register

normally holds the address of the next
recorded in the instruction register where it is retained to instruction to be executed.
direct the execution of that instruction. '0100 I Input. Fill the accumulator from the Flexo-
The third circulatinig register, the accumulator, holds writer.

a number-usually the result of the last arithmetic j 1000 P t Print a Flexowriter symbol. The symbol is
. denoted by the track number part of the

operation. In an arithmetic operation the number held 2 address (x).
in the accuimulator is combined with a number drawn 0000 Z t Stop. Contingent on five switch (T1 ... T5)
from the bulk memory and the result retained in the settings on the control panel.
accumulator. The accumulator normally recirculates * The address part of the instruction is denoted by m when it
with a period of one word period, like the counter and refers to a memory location, by t when only the track number is

significant. For example, m might be 4732, meaning Sector 32 of
instructioin register. During the performance of a multi- track 47.
plication or division the capacity of the accumulator is
increased to two word periods by the use of a second word period the instruction word is set into the in-
reading head. struction register. In q3 the operand word (i.e., the word

Sixteen elemenitary operations are provided, as shown in the bulk memory designated by the address then
in Table I. The arithmetic operations act upon signed held in the instruction register) is sought by a process
(algebraic) numbers, represented in binary expansion similar to that of 61. In $4, which lasts for one word
as described below. period, the operation is executed, except for the pro-

longed operations, multiplication and division. For
REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUOUS MWEMORY these the executionl extends into phases 5, 6, 7, and 8.

Several phases of the operationl of thle computer, each These extend the time for execution somewhat beyond
terminlated at the end of a word period, are to be dis- the time for one drum revolution.
tinguished: in phase 1 (abbreviated f1) the instruction Except in prolonged operations the phases are dis-
next to be obeyed is sought. This requires selecting the tinguished by two toggles, named F and G. Phases 5 to
appropriate track and waiting for the desired word in 8 are distinguished from phases 1 to 4 by the use of a
that track to appear. In 42 which occupies just one third toggle, H.
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While an instruction or an operand word is being The "prodtuct" of two or more symbols indicates the
read (or written) the appropriate track of the bulk simultaneous occurrence of the indicated settings. Thuis
memory must be selected. Six toggles, named Pi, the symbol for 42, FGH, has the value 1 only if F=O
P2, * * * , P6, perform this selection. They are set serially (hence F= 1) and G = 1 and H=O.
during phases 1 and 3, then remain unchanged during The last digit period of a word period is marked by a
the word period in which the track selection must be signal denoted by t, derived from the timing tracks.
exercised. Since each phase change occurs at the end of a word

In a similar fashion, the order must be continuously period, the symbol t is included as a factor in each of the
in evidence during phases 4 to 8. Since 16= 2 orders are F and G setting equations. The phases 1 to 4 occur
to be distinguished, four toggles suffice to mark them. cyclically in the order listed. Toggle F has the state 0
They are denoted Ql, Q2, QG, Q4. during phases 1 and 2. It is set to the 1 state at the
Two more toggles are used, K and L. The primary end of 42. It holds the state 1 during 4)3 and 44, then is

duty of L is to hold carry digits in addition and sub- set to 0 as 41 is again entered. Since 42 and 44 consist
traction processes. (Since these operations are performed of only one word period each the settings of F are easily
serially, only one carry bit need be "remembered" in described. F is set to 1 at time t of any 42 period, to 0
each digit period.) The search operations of phases I at t of a 04 word period. The circumstances calling for
and 3 are performed with the help of toggle K, as de- setting it to 1 are denoted F', those calling for setting it
scribed below. to 0 are denoted F'. (The prime here indicates the new

During the execution of a multiplication or division condition of the toggle. It should not be mistaken for
(after 44 in which the mLultiplicand or divisor is read negation, which is here indicated by boldface.) Thus we
into the instruction register) there are additional re- have the two following partial equations (the + follow-
quirements for continuous memory. These requirements ing an expression indicates that other equations show
are met by the P toggles, which after 4)4 are not needed contributions to that input):
in their track selecting capacity. The functions of the F' = FGHI + (1)
toggles are summarized in Table II.

F

F' =FGHtI±. (2)

TABLE II G is set to 0 on either of these two occasionis on which
TOGGLE FUNCTIONS F is changed. This may be written as

Name Primary Function Other Functions G' = FGHI + FGHI +.
F The symbol + may be read as or. If either or both
G Phase discrimination terms joinied by + have the value 1 so also does the

sum. By an elementary operation of logical algebra
K Sector search K used for augmeniting control ad- this G' expression may be reduced to

dress
L Carry digit G' = GHt+. (3)

Q2 Hold order |Q2=1 in 1 for hiocked state (In the following no explanation of algebraic manipu-
Q3 (Cf. Table I) lations will be given.)

_Q4 _| _ G is set to 1 at the ends of phases 1 and 3. The system
P1 P1 marks odd word in periods 45 provided for determining the durations of these phases is
P2 Track selection PI to P4 hold character in input described below. It makes use of toggle K which will be
P3 found in the state 1 at the time t only for the last word
P4 1 |- period of either of these phases. The end of a phase 1
P6 P5 holds sign of multiplier or di- or 3 may thus be recognized by the occurrenice of GHKt.

visor
P6 P6 holds digit of multiplier or sign Accordingly,

of remainder G' = GHKt+. (4.1)

(The presenice of a decimal fractioni in the expression
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOGICAL DESIGN number indicates that a revisionl of this term is intro-

Except for the occurrence of prolonged operations, ue eo.
H stay7s in its 0 state, as indicated by the symbol H. The Instruction Search
The first four phases are distinguished by the four states I ) erhi odce o h ntuto hs

ofF ndG,asfolos address iS being recirculated in the counter. The digits
Phase FState G State

(word peraiods) presented by the counter are denoted C. The part of
44 0 0 FGH 1lormore the address (six bits) which determines the track selec-

43 1
1 FGH 1lormore tion is set up on the P toggles by a process described

+4 1 1 FGH 1 below. The remaining SiX bits of the address determine
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which word of the selected track is wanited, hence the At the end of z, P6 holds the first (least significant) digit
time at which 4t should enid. The six digit periods in of the track number, P5 the second, etc. These settings
which this sector number is presented by C are marked are retained for the remainder of that word period and,
by a signal u derived from the timing tracks (cf. Fig. if that word period terminates phase 1 or 3, into the
1). Another timing track signal zv presents a particular succeeding phase 2 or 4.
sequence of six digits for each of the 64 word periods of Ord Setting
a drum revolution. In each word period it "announces"
the sector number of the word period following im- In 42 the instruction is read from the main memory.
mediately thereafter. To determine whether a word The digits presented by the main memory are denoted
period of 4)1 is to be the last word period of that phase V. The instruction is set into the register R during 4)2
the digits announced by v are compared with the digits and recirculated there during the subsequent 43. This
presented by C during the six digit periods marked u. is represented by the equation,
Agreement in all six digits calls for termination of 41 R" = FGHV + FGHR +. (1.1)
at the end of that word period. To detect this agreement
toggle K is set to 1 at the end of each word period; Here R" denotes a digit being recorded in the instruc-

K'-t (5
tion register. Similarly digits set into the accumulator

K'=Ct; (5) and counter are denoted A" and C". (They are not

thereafter disagreement sets it back to 0. toggle inputs like the singly primed symbols.) The in-
struction also includes a four digit order which is set

K' = FGHu(vC + vC) +. (6.1) into the Q toggles in 43 in the same way as the track

Thus findinig K in the state 1 at time t indicates that number is set ilnto the P toggles. The four digit periods
agreement has been found, as was assumed in the dis- in which the order appears are marked by the signal x.
cussion leading to (4.1). [It is to be noted that the in- Then
put described by (5) brings K to the 1 state only after Qi' = FGHxR; Qi' = FGHxR; (12)
the digit period in which it is examined in (4.1).] Q2' = FGHxQi +; Q2' = FGHxQ1 + ; etc. (13)

The Operand Search With a few exceptions, described below, these settings

In 03 a similar process is carried out, differing only in of the Q toggles are held without change until the next
that the address of the word sought is carried in the occurrence of a 4)3.
instruction register, which presents the digits R, rather A umlt Input
than in the counter. The two search processes are thus
described by (5) and (6.2). The execution of orders in 44 is chiefly conceriied with

the behavior of the accumulator. It recirculates its con-
K' = GHu(vr + vr) +, (6.2) tent without change in the first three phases; and also

where r is C during 4)1 and R in 43. in 4)4 oIn orders U, T, H, Y, R, P, and Z. As may be
verified by use of Table I, these orders are collectively

r FC + FR. (7.1) described by:
Track Selection Q1Q3Q4 + Q2(Q3 + Q4) occurs for U, T, H, Y, R, P, Z.

Like the time of enitry to phases 2 and 4, the track
to be selected is indicated by the address circulating
in C during 4)1, or R during 44. In either case it is indi- A" = AH[F + G + Q1Q3Q4 + Q2(Q3 + Q4)] + * (14)
cated by the digits r defilned above. The six digit periods For the remaining orders the input to A in 44 is as
of each word period during which the track number part follows: on order B, A is set to V; on order E to the
of an address is presented by C or R are marked bv the p

I product A V. Together these may be described as
signal z. During z in phases 1 and 3 the track number r Q2Q3Q4(Ql+A)V On orders A and S, described by
is set into the toggles Pi, P2, . , P6. For this purpose QIQ2Q3Q the output of the add-subtract mechrnism, here
these six toggles are connected as a shifting register; the QbQrQviathe output no thea actumecanism, hrere

can abbreviated b, iS set into the accumulator. On ordersdigits r are inserted into Pi and passed down the chan M N, and D the accumulator content is recirculated
to P2 etc. The digit periods in which this setting takesr'' ~~~~~~~~~~~~unchangedin 4)4 except, for reasons described below,

place aredenoted~~~~~~ for the omission of the sign digit (at time t). This input
p-=GHz +. (8.1) to the accumulator is described by Q?lQ2(Q3+Q4)At.

.. ~~~~Inthe Input process four digits have (prior to 4)4) been
DurngthsimePiisse toth dgi r read from the Flexowriter tape and set into the toggles,

P'= pr +; Pi' = pr +, (9.1) P1, P2, P3, P4. In 4)4 the accumulator content is recircu-
. . ~~~~~~~~latedthrough these four toggles; P1 following A, P2

P2 is set to the digit Pi, etc. following Pi, etc., and A" following P4. This contributes

P'= PP2 +; P2' = pPP +, etc. (10) a term QiQ2QiQ4P4 to A". To induce the motion of
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digits down the chain of P toggles, expression (8.1) is which transforms a T into a U order in 03. (These two
replaced by orders are distinguished only by the setting of the Q4

p FGHz + FGHz(Ql + Q2 + Q3 + Q4) toggle.)

+ FGHQ1Q2Q3Q4. (8) The Blocked State

For order I the last term in p produces the transfer of To provide a way of stopping a computation a

digits in 04, while the parenthetical factor in the second "blocked state" is introduced. This is done by making
term suppresses the usual transfer in 43. Eq. (9.1) ex- the advance from 41 to 42 contingent on the occurrence
pressing the setting of Pi must also be modified as of Q2= 1. Then (4.1) is replaced by,

Pi' = pGr + pGA +; Pi' = pGr + pGA +. (9) G' = GHKt(F +Q2) +. (4)

Altogether the inputs to A in phases 1 to 4 are described In any situation not requiring blockage Q2 is set to 1
by (14) and by (or allowed to remaini at 1) on enitering 4)1. When block-

A" = AHQ1Q2(Q3 + Q4)t+ FGH[Q2Q3Q4(QL + A)V age is required Q2 is set to 0, then 41 lasts indefinitely.A" = AHQ1Q2(QQ233 ±P4]Q4)t15+ The start button effects a release from blockage by settinag
+ Q1Q2Q3b + QiQiQiQ4Pi] +.* (15) Q2 to 1. A variety of circumstances produce blockage:

Instruction Register Input
the stop order, Z, induces blockage contingent on the
settings of external switches and of the P toggles as

After 03 it is no longer necessary for the instruction set by the address accompanying the Z order. A one-
register to retain the instruction. For the prolonged operation switch causes blockage after each operation.
orders it is used to store the multiplicand or divisor An overflow in an addition or subtraction or an im-
(read from the bulk memory in 44). Thus we change the proper division causes blockage, so as to show that the
R" equation as follows: correct result cannot be represented in the usual way.

R" = FGHV + FGHV + (G + H)R Provision is made to produce a blocked state on first
turning on the computer, and as an aid in timing the

= GHV + (G + H)R. (11) Input process. All of these effects are peripheral to the

Counter Input operation of the computer and will not be further de-
scribed here.

In the part of each word period marked w=u+z
the counter holds the address of the instruction next Addition and Subtraction
to be obeyed. This information is read, and acted upon, On orders A and S a sum or difference is set into the
in 41. To prepare for the next use of this control address accumulator in 44. The digits of the sum or difference
it is augmented by unity in 02. This operation is per- will be denoted b. The Add-Subtract mechanism makes
formed with the help of toggle K, which, as describedformed with th epftggeKwiuse of toggle L to hold carry digits. It has been set to 0
above, is set to 1 at the end of each word period. In . . .
42, K is set to zero whenever the digit 0 occurs in the prto its ue i additIn subtraction the twobinputs are denoted i and j. [In subtraction the number
control address; that is, on the occurreince of wC, (j), i.e., the number formed by the digitsj, is subtracted

K' = FGHwC +, (16.1) from (i).] In addition the carry digit, L, is set to one

while the couniter content is complemented whenever following the simultaneous occurrence of 1-digits in the
two inputs. It is set to 0 if i and j are 0. If i and j differ

K= 1. the setting of L is left unchanged. Thus a carry is initi-
C" = FGHw(KC + KC) +. (17) ated by ij, is terminated by ij, and is propagated by ij or

Ta. However, L is always set to 0 at the enid of the opera-
tion, after the t digit period. Thus the carry in addition

order is effected by transferring the content of the in- i deibed b
struction register to the control register in 44 on this
order. L' = ijt, (20.1)
C"'=FGHQiQQQ4R+FGH(Ql+Qi±Qi+Q4)C+ (18) L' = ij+1. (21.1)

Test Execution A digit of the sum, b, is the sum modulo 2 of the digits

The order T is to have the same effect as U provided i, j, and L. Thus
the sign (t) digit position of the accumulator is occupied b Lij + Lij + Lij + Lij. (22)
by a 1 or if the corresponding digit of the instruction is

r*7 * 1 2 Tts In the execution of orders A and 5, occurring in 4)4, the
a 1 and the external transfer switchl, zo, iS closedl. Thlese
twocircustances re expresed by tA +Rz) To two inputs are A and V respectively. Thus

effect the transfer the Q4' equation is given the term iAH + , (23)

Q'= QiQiQi(A + Rzo)t +,Z (19) j-VH + . (24)
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These equations, together with (15), describe the per- extending over two word periods. Toggle Pi is used to
formance of an addition. This process of addition is mark off these pairs of word periods. It is set to 0 at the
most easily understood if each number is regarded as end of b4, thereafter to 1 and 0 alternately. This alterna-
expressed in a simple binary expansion with the least tion is expressed by the terms,
signiificanit digit appearing first and the most significan-t Pl' = HPit + Pi' = GP11 + HPit + (27)
digit appearing at time t. For example the digit at time
t might be assigned the value unity, the preceding digit Phase Changes for Multiplication and Division
the value 2, the one before that the value ', etc. Actual- The marking and durations of phases 5 to 8 are as
ly, a different system for the interpretationi of numbers is follows:
normally used in this computer. It differs from this Phase Marked Duration
only in that the digit at time t is assignied the value - 1, 5 FGH 2 word periods
which permits representing signed (algebraic) nulmbers 6 FGH 61 word periods
in the range - 1 to (but not including) + 1. Either 7 FGH 2 word periods (for M and D only)8 FGH 1 word period (for D only)
interpretationi is consistent witlh the above descriptiont
of additio or with the process of subtraction described The return to occurs afterD.6 on order N after 07 on

below. However the system for introducing blockage ore ind afterescifor Di
Ol an improper addition or subtraction (i.e., olewhich The beginning of P6 occurs after the second word pen-
produces a result beyond the capacity of the represenita- od of f5 in vhich Pi = 1 It is indicated by the term
tion) is made to conform to the signed number interpre- F' = FGHPJt + . (28)
tation. So also are the processes of multiplication and
divsio.. To mark the end of 06, use iS made of a part of theWivithithi sgdubitretoau e,ycontent of the counter, marked by the timing signal y,

Wilth this sigined number ii-terpretatioii a number, say ..D
(x), formed of digits x is approximately the negative of which is not used by the control address. In each word

the number fornmed fromn the complemenitary digits, period the timing signal v anniiounces a sector number
x, (wvNhere x =1 -x). 1\'Jore precisely, (x) lacks onie unit during the digit periods y as well as during u, as shown
i.its least significant digit to be - (x). Thus if (j) were in Fig. 1. This second sector number announcement is

added to (i) the restult would be nearly the difference, copied into the counter during each word period (hence,
(i) -C(j). By complementing i rather thanl j, a simuilarly ill particular, the last) of 03 and held there during the
cleficient difference, (j) - (i), is obtainied. The correct subsequent phases 4, 5, and 6. This is represented by
desired difference, (i) - (j), cain niow be obtained by C" = GHvy + (G + H)yC + . (29)
complementing that sum. Accordingly the rule for sub-
traction is obtained from the equations above by replac- During 06 toggle K is used to seek agreement between
ingciiby is, and then ementing ()ore sum v and C just as it is in 1, except that agreement is soughting i by i, aind then complementing (22) for the sum

duin tieyrte thndiigu.Frtsproedigit. These two changes, however, brig (22) back to its durng time y rather than drng u. For ths purpose

original form. Thuis (22) describes the result of subtrac- (6.2) s replaced by
tion as well as of addition, while the carry equations K' = (GHu + Hy)(vr + vr) + ' (6)
are replaced by

and r must now be redefined as
L' = (is + is)jt, (20.2)

r_=FHR+(F+H)C. (7)
L'=(is+is)j+t. (21.2)

Phases 4, 5, and 6 together occupy one full drum revolu-
Here s indicates situations in which a subtaraction is per- tion. Thus the end of 06 is marked by Kt which indicates
formed, s an addition. The codes for Add and Subtract that the sector number recorded in C during v of the
differ only in the setting of toggle Q4, henice last word period of 03 has been recognized. If the order

s-HQ4 + . (25) is M or D, which are distinguished from N by the pres-
ence of Q4, ~7 is to be entered. Thus

(In phases 5 to 8 other coniditions (letermilie s as well as
i and j.) G' = GHKQ4t + . (30)

On order N the end of 0b6 calls for return to 01, pro-
Multiplication and Division duced by7 the terms

At the end of 04, F anld G are set; to 0 as describedlF HQ4,(1
above [(2) and (3)]. This usually initiates a q$1. HowT-F'=HK t+ (1
ever, onl orders M, N, anld D toggle II is set to 1 at the H' = FHKQ4t +.(32)

sametime thuproucin a 5. Tis i desribe by Phase 7 lasts for two word periods. Its end iS recog-
H' = FGHtQ1Q2(Q3 + Q4). (26) nized by the appearance of FGHP1I, wvhich is used to set

In phases 5 to 8 a succession of arithmetic processes tgl o0
is carried out during successive intervals of time each F' = FGHP1t + * (33)
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If the order is D this setting produces 08. On order M, L' = (is + is)j + t(H + Q3 + P1). (21)
which is distinguished from D by the presence of Q3 The addition of the (extended) multiplicand in each
it is 41 which is to be entered, hence toggles G and H' ~~~~~~stepof the multiplication during 4)6 iS controlled by a
must also be set to 0. Thus digit of the multiplier held in toggle P6 during that pair

G' = FGHP1Q3t +, (34) of word periods. This digit was set into P6 in the t digit
H' = FGHP1Q3t + (35) period preceding these word periods, as described by

After one word period 48 ends and 44 is beguin, thus P6' = HP1tA*Q3 + ; P6' = IIP1tA*Q3 + . (38)

G' = FGHt +, (36) Similarly P6 picks up the signi digit of the multiplier
at the end of 4)4 and holds it during 45, as described by

H' =FGHt+. (37)
P6' = FGHtA +; P6' =FGHtA + . (39)

Multiplication Procedure, Since the action in 45 is controlled by the sign digit of
In 44 the operand number is picked up in the in- the multiplier the multiplicand is (or is not) subtracted

struction register and is held there in the later phases. rather than added as in 4)6. Since, moreover, this is the
This number serves as the multiplicand. The previous first step of the multiplication there is no previous par-
accumulator content is kept recirculatin-g in the accumu- tial product.
lator and functions as the multiplier. In order to provide The multiplicand sign is needed throughout the even
storage capacity for the successive partial products the word periods. It is therefore picked up by toggle P5 at
accumulator is extended to slightly over twice its normal the end of 454 and held through phases 5 to 7.
length by the use of a second reading head. The digits = FGHIV ± P5' = FGHtV + (40)
presented by this seconid head are denoted by A*. A
digit, A", recorded in the accumulator is presented by In phases 5 to 7 the accumulator records the sum (or
A* in the 65th following digit period, that is after a difference), b, except for the digits appearing at time t
delay of one digit period more than two word periods, of even word periods. These are suppressed to prevent
Thus information rerecorded from A* appears every their precessing into the odd word periods. Thus
other word period but precessing by a one digit period A" = Hb(t + Pi) + (41.1)
delay per circulation. The enlarged storage capacity
of the accumulator is shared by the multiplier and the The inputs to the add-subtract unit are as follows:
growing partial product. The partial product is initially in 45 a subtraction is performed, thereafter additions.
of one word length and progressively grows to about two
word length. As each digit of the multiplier is used it is s F on HQ3.
dropped from recirculation, hence the storage require- In the routine part of the multiplication, performed
ment of the multiplier concurrenitly drops from one in 46, the inputs to the adder are A* and R extended
word length to zero. by repetition of its sign digit, P6, during the even word

In each pair of word periods of 46 the multiplicand, period and contingent on the presence of a 1 as multi-
recirculating in the instruction register, is or is not added plier digit, P6. This is expressed by,
to the partial product held in the accumulator as a = A*; =
corresponding digit of the multiplier is 1 or 0. Most of i + PiP5)Po on FGHQ3.
the digits of the partial product are presenited by A* In )5, in which a subtractioni is done, these iiiputs are
during the "odd" word periocls, marked by Pi, some slightly modified. The factor, P6, in the seconid term of
however have precessed into the succeedinig "even" word j is omitted. This has the effect of subtracting the re-
period. For this reason thepadition process is extelded peated digit, P5, inl the even word period even if the
to two word periods. A precaution, descritbed below, multiplier is positive. That is equivalent to depositing
is taken to prevent falsification of the circulating digits the digit P5 in the small gap separating the growing par-
of the multiplier. The multiplicand is presented by R tial product from the multiplier digits. If the multi-
only to one w^ord period length. It is extenlded to two plicanid is negative, P5 = 1, the 1-digit so deposited serves
word period length by repetition of its sign d(t) digit in to guard the multiplier digits from erosion in the later
all digit periods of the second (even) word period, additive steps and does no harm to the growing product.

In the process of addition or subtraction in 4)4 as Thus for 4)5 the inputs are,
described above an exception to the normal behavior of
toggle L is made for the t digit period. In phases 5 to 8 for i= A*Pi; j = P5RP6 + P1P5 on FGHQS.
multiplication (distinguished from division by Q3) thatOnodrNtecmledessiifatprtfth
exception is restricted to the even word periods, thus

extendig the pocess t two wrd perids. Eqs (20.2 product iS recorded in the accumulator in the last wordextedingtheprocss o tw 'vocl erios Es (2-2)period of 4)>6, and the execution of the operation is then
and (21.2) are nowr replaced by the followving: terminated. On order M a completed more signlificant

L'= (is + is)j(t + HQ3P1), (20) half is recorded in the first (odd) word period of 4)7.
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However, to present this result in the normal form it i = A*; j = R; s = P5P6 + P5P6 on HFPlQ3.
must be delayed by one digit period. This is accom- In even word periods of phases 5, 6, and 7 the extended
plished by adding A to itself in the even word period of a r w c6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~accumulator recirculates without change.47, after which the operation is terminated. The odd
word period of 4)7 is like those of 46. Thus 4)7 for multi- i = A*; j = 0 on H(F + G)PlQ3.
plication is described by

The even word period part of A* is gradually filled
i = A*; j = P5P6 on FGHP1Q3, by the sign digits of the remainders recorded in the
i = A; j = A on FGHP1Q,. odd word period. In the even (and only) word period of

08 the digits presented by A* consists entirely of these
This descriptioni of the multiplication process may now remainder sign digits, each of which, together with P5,
be summarized as follows: determined the direction of one of the corrections used

s = FHQ3 +, (42) in the progressive reduction of the remainder. The first
correction was determined by the sign of the dividend,

i= HQ3 [A*(FG + P1) + AGP1] 4., (43) which by 4)8 has precessed out of the accumulator. How-
j = HQ3[RPeP1G + PIP5(P6 + F) + AGPi] +4. (44) ever, in a "proper" division the magnitude of the divisor

exceeds that of the dividend, hence the sign of the first
Division Procedure remainder must be opposite to that of the dividend.
The procedure for division is similar to one which has These two signs were used at an earlier stage to induce

been described by Burks, Goldstine, and von Neumann.3 blockage on improper division by a process mentioned
It is a nonrestoring system, in which each step brings above (but not described in detail).
the remainder toward zero by subtracting or adding the Each digit presented by A* in 08 is combined with P5
divisor as its sign agrees or disagrees with that of the to form a digit, qp, defined by
remainder. It makes use of the expanded accumulator, -A*P + A*P
like multiplication, to provide space for the storage of A*P5 5
the growing set of quotient digits and to provide, by its where q31 corresponds to A* in the first digit period,
precession, for the doubling of the previous remainder q3O in the second, etc. to qo corresponding to A* in the
at each step. As in multiplication each step requires two t digit period. Each qp= 1 indicates a subtraction of the
word periods. divisor, each qp=O indicates an addition of the divisor
The divisor is picked up in 04 and held thereafter in in the progressive reduction of remainders, except that

the instruction register, as described above. Its sign is qo corresponds to two successive opposite corrections
held by P5 as described by (40). The sign of the dividend applied to the dividend and first remainder which,
is held through 45 by P6 as described by (39). Subse- since 4)8 has been reached without interrupting blockage,
quently the sign of each remainder is set into P6 and may be presumed to have been of opposite sign. Taking
held for two word periods. A new remainder is formed account of the doubling of the remainder at each step
and recorded inl each odd word period. It is, however, it can be seen that the dividend has been brought ap-
convenient to pick up its sign in P6 at the end of each proximately to zero by the subtraction of the divisor
even word period, at which time it is presented by A. multiplied by the following number:
Thus,

P6' HP1IAQ3 +; P6' = HP1IAQ3 + . (45) q = -4(2qc-1)+ (2qo-l)+ (2ql-1)4...6 +~~~~~~~~~~~~~2-32(2q3l - 1)
In each odd word period of phases 5 to 7 (48 has only = - q + -+ -q2 + ± 23131 -2-32

an even word period) the doubled prior remainder (or
for 4)5 the dividenid) is corrected by the subtraction or Thus qo, ql, etc. are the sign digit and progressively less
addition of the divisor (R), as the two signs held in significant digits of an indefinitely continued true quo-
P5 and P6 are alike or differ. tient in accordance with the system of number represen-

In 05 the first input, i, is to be the dividend which is tation described above. To produce a rounded quotient
presented by A except for its signi digit. The sign digit is of sign anid 30 significant digits, the digit, q31, is added
held in P6, hence the dividend can be reconstituted as to the least significant position of the number (p) in
A+P6t. Thus, 4)8. This digit is available in the form

i= A + P61; j = R, s = P5P6+ P5P6 on HFPiQ3. q31 P5P6±+P5P6
In the odd wvord periods of phases 6 and 7 thae doubled during 4)8. Its addition to the least significant digit posi-
remainder is presented by A*, tion is more conveniently accomplished by subtracting

it from all digit positions. Thus the action in 4)8 is
3A. Burks, H. Goldstine, and J. vron Neumann, "Preliminary erstdb

Discussion of the Logical Design of an Electronic Computing Instru- rpresene by
mnent," lnstitute for Advanlc4ed Study, Princeton, pt. 1, 2nld ed. vol 1, *s+AP6 66+PP6nFH
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The description of division may now be summarized (in 02) been advanced by one since finding the R in-
as follows: struction it must again be augmented by one to provide

s = H\lQ3(P5P6 + PsP6 + FG) + (46) the digits V'. For this purpose toggle K is used in 04
s
= HQ3(P*5PF + GP,+ EGP) +, (46)FGin the same way as in 42. This is accomplished by

i=HQ3[A*(F + GE1 + GE5) + A*P5FG omitting the factor F from (16.1),

+ FP1(A + P6t)] +, (47) K' = GHwC +. (16)

j = HQ3RPi + FGH(P5P6 + P5P6) +. (48) The digits to be recorded on order R are then
The recording of a sign digit must not be suppressed (KC+ KC),
in 08, hence (52) is replaced by V'" = QlQ4(KC + KC) + . (52)

A" = Hb(t + Pi + FG). (41) Print Order

Record Orders The execution of the Print instruction, marked by

Information is recorded in the main memory duriing the siginal e, occurs in 44.
44 on the orders H, C, Y, and R. (Cf. Table I.) The e FGQlQ2Q3Q4. (53)
time during which recording is performed is denoted

What key of the Flexowriter is struck is determined byOn orders H and C it is all of 44.
the state of the P toggles.

I FGQ1Q2Q3 +. (49)
ITnput

On orders Y an-d R recording is doine only during the The Input process takes place for the most part with
part of a word period, s, occupied by the address of an the computer in its blocked state. The action of the
instruction. Thus Flexowriter on reading a tape symbol sets the Input

f _ FGQ1Q2Q3s + (50) code in the Q toggles and the digits to be inserted in the
P toggles. The computer is then set into 43, from which

The digits to be recorded will be denoted V". On orders it proceeds to the execution of the Input "order" and
H, C, and Y they are the digits presented by the ac- theni enters a blocked 44 to await another tape symbol.
cumulator, A special tape symbol releases the computer from the

V"= (Ql + Q4)A + (51) blocked state to permit it to digest and dispose of the
digits set into the accumulator under the control of an

On the order Return the address to be recorded is the input routine.
second address following that of the memory location
in which the R instruction was found. (The memory The Complete Logical Equations
location immediately after that holding the R order is To complete the description of the logical design
needed for a U order which takes control to the "sub- there remains only the assembly of the partial equations
routinie" from which it is later returned as a result of given above. The assembled equations are shown in
the R order.) Sinice the counter content has already Table III. Each equation is followed by a list of the

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF LOGICAL EQUATIONS

F'=FGHtA-FGHP1t 1,28 F'= FGHt+FHKQ4t+FGHPit 2, 31, 33
G'= GHKt(F-+Q2)+GHKQ4t 4, 30 G'=GHt4FGHP0Q3t+FGHt 3, 34, 36
H'= FGHtQlQ2(Q3+Q4) 26 H'=FHKQ4t+FGHP1Q3t+FGHt 32, 35, 37
K'=t 5 K'= (GHu+Hy)(vr+vr)+GHwC 6,16
L'=(is+is)j(t±HQ3Pj) 20 L'= (is+is)j+t(H+93+Ps) 21
Q' = FGHxR 12 Q, I = FGHxR 12
Q2' = FGHxQi 13 Q2'= FGHxQl 13
Q3'= FGHxQ2 13 Q31 = FGHxQ2 13
Q4'= FGHxQ3 13 Q4'= FGHxQ3+Q4Q2Q3(A +Rzo) 13,19
Pj'=pGr+pGA+HP,t 9, 27 P1'=pGr+PGA+GP1t+HPit 9, 27
pP2 10 P2=P'PI 10

P,'=pP2 10 P37pP2 10
F4' =pPs 10 P4' pP, 10
P5'=pP4±FGHIV 10, 40 Ps'=pP4±FGHtV 10,40
P6' = pP5i+HPltA *Q,± EGHtA +HP,tA Q3 10, 38,39,45

P6' P5+HPitA*Q,±FGHtA±HPitAQ, 10, 38, 39,4s
A"=AH[F+G+QlQIQ4+Q9(Q,+Qr4)+QlQQ(Q +Q4)t]+FGH[Q2QaQ4(QI-fAA) V+Q1Q2Q3b±Q1OQ2Q,Q4P4]±+Hb(t±AP1±FG) 14, 15,41
C"-=FGHw(KC±KC) -[FGHQ1Q2Q,Q4R ± FGH(Qi1 +Q2+ Q3±+Q4) C+ GHvy+ (C +H)yC 17, 18, 29
V"= (Q1±Q4)A ±Q,Q4(KC±KC) 51, 52 R"-=GHV+-(G±H)R 11
b=Lij±Lij±Lij±rLij 22 r==FHR±(F+H)C 7
f==FGQ1Q2Q3±FGQ1Q2Q3s 49, 50 e=GFQiQ2Q,Q423 43,4
i=AH±HQ,[A*(FG±Pi) +AGPiI +HQ,FA*(F+ GP, ±GP5? ±A*P&FG+FPI(A -f-P6t)] 2,4,4
j = vH±HQ3rRP6P1G+P1P5(P8±F) +AGPhI+HQ,RPl±FGH(PIPI±+PIPI) 24, 44, 48
s=HQ4±FHQ,±HQ?3(P5Pe±P1Pff±FG) 25, 42, 46
p =FGHz-+FGHz(Qi±Q2±Q3+Q4) ±FGHQ1Q9Q3Q4 8
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partial equations drawn from the text above which com- of inserting the input routine into the memory. The
pose it. A few equations have been simplified by ele- formation of t, u, v, x, y, and z from the three timing
mentary algebraic manipulation, but no attempt has tracks is not shown. On orders U and T, which make no
been made to reduce the equations to a most compact use of an operand word, 03 is limited to one word period
form or to indicate the many constructional simplifica- by a means not shown. The recording of a 0 in the
tions which can be found by algebraic manipulation of spacer bit is ensured in a way not shown.
this description of the logical design.
The set of logical equations shown in Table III ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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entire system for the induction of and relase from the sign. In particular, conversations with James Cass
blocked state has been omitted. So also has the setting throughout the period of its development have been
of the&P and Q toggles in the Input process. Various de- useful. A number of necessary corrections and improve-
vices, not described here, permit the operator to check ments of the design have been made by Raymond
on the functioning of the computer or to control its Davis, William Reinholz, and James Cass of Librascope
action without reliance on instructions already stored Inc. during the development of the LGP-30. The as-
in the memory. These devices are necessary, although sistance of the Librascope staff in the preparation of this
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A Transistor-Driven Magnetic-Core Memory*
E. LEROY YOUNKERt

Summary-A transistor-driven magnetic-core memory which has memory system in which the associated circuits are
a capacity of 1024 18-bit words has been built and is being studied. compatible with the core storage array in reliability,
Both the read and write operations employ the coincident-current

s
technique. The memory-drive currents are developed by transistors speredcpcessan d powercoi nsumpti This
and the desired memory location is selected by magnetic-core selec- paper describes an 18,000-bit coincident-current mag-
tion switches. Eighteen thousand, four hundred and thirty-two netic core memory which is operated entirely by
memory cores are used in the storage array, 48 switching cores are transistors. This memory has been built as part of a
used in the selection switches, and 160 transistors are used in core- feasibility study of transistorized magnetic-core memo-
driving circuits and read-out amplifiers. A typical memory cycle, by the T
reading followed immediately by writing, requires 20 microseconds. ries - raDICl Transisto aborneTalComputer) group at Bell Telephone Laboratories. The

INTRODUCTION memory is described in enough detail to show where

TN THE FEW years since the use of square- transistors are used and what requirements are imposed
| hysteresis-loop magnetic cores in memory devices on them. Detailed transistor circuits are shown and

was proposedi the magnetic-core memory has experimental results are discussed.
established itself as a very attractive memory device for
digital computers. Among its virtues are excellent reli- DESCRIPTION OF 1\IEMoRY
ability, capability of high-speed operation, and possi- Description of Digit Planes
bility of large storage capacity in compact size. The In the construction of magnetic-core storage arrays,
circuits associated with most present-day core memories the individual cores are commonly mounted in square
use vacuum tubes, which add substantially to the size or rectangular mechanical assemblies. Since each core in
and power consumption of the over-all memory system. such an assembly usually stores one binary digit of a
The use of transistors with a magnetic-core memory~ number, the assembly is called a digit plane. The
makes possible the realization of an all-solid-state TRADIC memory is designed to store 18-bit numbers,

Manuscript~~~~~~~~50 18 digit planes are required. The memory can store
* Mnucrptreceived by the PGEC, October 3,1956.104nmescoeqntyeahdgtpneotis

t Bell Telephone Labs. Inc., Whippany, N. J.104nmescoeqntyeahdgtpneotis
l'J. W. Forrester, "Digital information storage in three dimensions 1024 cores.

using magnetic cores," J. Appi. Phyts., vol. 22, pp. 44-48; January-,
1951.

J. A. Rajchman, "Static magnetic matrix memory and switching 2 W;ork supported by Contract AF33(600)-21536, U. S. Air Force,
circuits," RCA Rev., vol. 8, pp. 183-201; June, 1952. Air Materiel Command.


